Developing a magnetic POCUS-guided bronchoscope for patients with suspected difficult endotracheal intubation in a general tertiary hospital: protocol for a randomised controlled study
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ABSTRACT
Introduction Endotracheal intubation (ETI) is a crucial but risky procedure, especially among patients suspected of difficult endotracheal intubation (DTI). Bronchoscope, as an improved technique commonly used in DTI, might encounter visualisation difficulties. The magnetic point-of-care ultrasound (MGPOCUS) provides a novel visualisation from the outside and enables estimation of the relative position and trajectory of the bronchoscope. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the efficiency of MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscopy, including the time required for successful ETI, the first attempt and overall success rate, the number of attempts, complications, and satisfaction with the visualisation of the procedures.

Methods and analysis The study is a randomised, parallel-group, single-blinded, single-centre study. Participants (n=108) will be recruited by the primary anaesthesiologist and randomised to groups of ETI with bronchoscope or MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope. The primary outcome is the time taken to the first-attempt success ETI. Secondary outcomes include procedure time, the first-attempt and overall success, complications, and satisfaction of visualisation. Cox regression with Bonferroni correction and linear mixed regression will be used to analyse the outcomes.

Ethics and dissemination The trial protocol was approved by the ethics committees at the Peking Union Medical College Hospital (Institutional Review Board #ZS-3428). Findings will be disseminated through conference presentations and peer-reviewed journals.

Trial registration number NCT05647174

INTRODUCTION
Endotracheal intubation (ETI), although crucial as a fundamental method to secure the airway,1 is the leading cause of death or vegetative state among healthy participants undergoing elective surgery.2 3 It has consistently been seen that difficult endotracheal intubation (DTI) majorly contributes to adverse events.4 5 6 Though the advent of the flexible bronchoscope has brought revolutionary innovations for DTI, it is still worrisome, as the closed-claims analysis of USA has shown.7 Most often, intubation by flexible bronchoscope is performed via the oral route.8 The procedure can be tricky or delayed because of difficulty in visualisation. Visibility impaired by blood or secretions is supposed to predict difficult bronchoscope intubation. Dealing methods, such as clearance of secretions, keeping the tip in the midline or withdrawing until the location can be identified, remain widely varied in rapidity and uncertainty about maintaining the proper orientation.9 10 Active research to improve visualisation and movement confirms that this issue continues to challenge physicians.11 12

Point-of-care ultrasound (POCUS) has broadened the horizons for airway management since it allows visualisation of the upper airway from the outside.13 The American Heart Association has updated the Guideline

STRENGTH AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
⇒ This is a pioneer study regarding the use of magnetic point-of-care-ultrasound (MGPOCUS) guided bronchoscope among patients suspected of difficult intubation based on randomised controlled, two-arm, single-centre evidence.
⇒ The MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope was designed based on the principle of magnetically guided puncture embedded in the application of ultrasound in the airway.
⇒ An independent data and safety monitoring committee will process the study data.
⇒ Blinding of investigators won’t be possible, though the estimation of outcomes is objective.
⇒ An experienced physician will perform both interventions, thus limiting transferability to other less-experienced individuals.
for Adult Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support and recommends the use of ultrasound as a confirmation method for tracheal intubation. Several studies provide promising results about the high pooled sensitivity (about 98%) and specificity (about 97%) of POCUS in confirming ETI. Real-time POCUS further extends to assist ETI. Notably, POCUS provides a view independent of laryngoscopy or bronchoscopy, making it possible to combine the outside with the inside visualisation. Although ultrasound has shown advantages in evaluating soft tissues on the surface of the airway, it is difficult to display the inside of the air-filled airway. The progress of magnetically assisted ultrasound in the regional block and vascular catheterisation suggests that it can be used to visualise the relative position of the targets in the case of poor ultrasonography. The magnetic POCUS (MGPOCUS) technology collects magnetic signals and calculates the trajectory modelled by corresponding software. It enables the possibility of estimating the relative position and the advanced trajectory, guiding the bronchoscope when encountering difficulty in laryngeal exposure. To date, there has been little conclusive evidence to seek the application of an MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope in anticipated difficult intubation.

The study is designed to estimate the application of MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope within anticipated DTI on the procedure time for successful ETI, the first attempt and overall success rate, the number of attempts, complications, and the visual satisfaction of procedures. Compared with the flexible bronchoscope alone, we seek to estimate the significance of combined visualisation with the MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Study design and setting
This is a randomised, parallel-group, single-blinded, single-centre study. The study will be conducted in the anaesthesia department and operating room of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Peking Union Medical College Hospital (Beijing, China), a tertiary academic hospital with an annual operation census of above 80,000 participants. The protocol is structured based on the Standard Protocol Items for Randomised Trials Statement: defining standard protocol items for a clinical study.

Participant recruitment
After assessing the eligibility and obtaining informed consent (see online supplemental file 1), the primary anaesthesiologist will recruit the participants while performing preoperative evaluations. The research team will confirm the eligibility.

Inclusion criteria
Participants will be eligible for inclusion if they meet all of the following criteria:
- Aged between 18 years and 85 years.
- Requiring ETI and without known indicators for awake tracheal intubation.
- Anticipated DTI meets one or more positive findings in the airway evaluation, including history, examination and appropriate investigations of anatomy (table 1).
- The primary anaesthesia team, independent of the study team, considers bronchoscope intubation after induction to be the first choice.
- Signed written informed consent.

Exclusion criteria
Participants will be excluded if they meet at least one of the following criteria:
- Anterior neck lesions (masses, lacerations or subcutaneous emphysema).
- A history of neck operation or tracheotomy.
- Allergies to ultrasound coupling gel.
- At risk of pulmonary or cardiovascular complications during intubation with a flexible bronchoscope, including severe hypoxaemia, severe pulmonary hypertension, and unstable or intense obstructive airway disease.
- High risk of bleeding during bronchoscope intubation, including anticoagulants or coagulopathy, renal insufficiency, and superior vena cava syndrome.
- High risk of aspiration.
- Current pregnancy.

Randomisation and concealment
Participants will be randomised in a 1:1 ratio to an intervention group (MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope) or a control group (bronchoscope). A random number sequence will be generated by the ‘if’ package of R software by delegated research staff and uploaded to our institutional database (Hospital Clinical Research Database; Beijing Huiren Technology Development Co, Beijing, China). The primary care anaesthesiologist will...
be informed of the database account information before performing ETI to guarantee allocation concealment.

**Blinding**

Trial participants and data analysts will be blinded to the assignment of interventions. Blinding of the investigator is generally impossible, yet evaluating outcomes is objective.

**Study interventions**

This study compares two interventions of performing DTI, a novel MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope and a standard bronchoscope. Participants in each group will accept common perioperative interventions, including the essential monitoring of physiological parameters, sufficient preoxygenation institutional standard general anaesthesia, and confirmation of ETI position by capnography. Critical monitoring will be performed before, during and after ETI, with at least echocardiography, non-invasive blood pressure and pulse oximetry. Preoxygenation will be administered with a mask to ensure pulse oximetry saturation of more than 93%.

ETI in both groups will be performed by a senior anaesthesiologist with more than 5 years of experience in flexible bronchoscope. MGPOCUS-guided bronchoscope intubation will be performed in collaboration with a senior anaesthesiologist with more than 5 years of experience in POCUS and who has fulfilled more than 50 cases of ultrasound-guided airway management. An additional experienced airway manager will stand by in the operating room.

Institutional standard general anaesthesia will include propofol 1.5–2.5 mg/kg, fentanyl 25–100 mcg/kg, lidocaine 0.5–1.5 mg/kg, midazolam 1–2 mg and rocuronium 0.6–1.2 mg/kg. The position of the tracheal tube will be confirmed by capnography with at least four consistent waves and bilateral auscultation of breath sounds.

**Bronchoscope-guided ETI**

After clear suctioning of oropharyngeal secretions, the tip of a bronchoscope will be put through the middle of the incisors. The bronchoscope will be appropriately oriented and flexed to move along the oral midline and achieve a satisfactory view of airway structures. Once the epiglottis and glottis are located, the tip of the bronchoscope will be advanced through the glottis to the level above the carina, followed by the advancement of a tracheal tube already loaded. According to the operators’ will, approaches can be used to improve visualisation, including jaw thrust, pulling tongue forward, cervical extension when not contraindicated, and bronchoscope withdrawal.

**MGPOCUS-assisted bronchoscope-guided ETI**

The system of MGPOCUS was derived and adapted from a previously described model used in vascular catheterisation. The system is only used for visualisation of the needle fixed on the bronchoscope, not moving the bronchoscope. It consists of an ultrasonic machine (Piloter US scanner, Wisonic, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China), a 4–15 MHz linear transducer with integrated ultrasonic and magnetic sensing capabilities (Wisonic, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China), a magnetising box (Wisonic, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China), and a magnetised metal needle fixed near the tip of the bronchoscope (figure 1).

The MGPOCUS system uses several display features to enable the three-dimensional positioning of the bronchoscope tip to be displayed in a two-dimensional ultrasonic image. Figure 2 shows an example of how the trajectory of the magnetising needle fixed on a bronchoscope is displayed when it does or does not overlap with the ultrasound beam. Specifically, the trajectory of a magnetised bronchoscope is indicated by a solid line when it is within the ultrasonic beam. Otherwise, its trajectory is shown as a dashed line when positioned anterior or posterior to the ultrasonic beam.

While there is clear suctioning of oropharyngeal secretions, the transducer is positioned transversely at the patient’s thyroid cartilage level. Moving the transducer cephalad or caudal, a view of the vocal folds is visualised as an isosceles triangle with a central tracheal shadow (figure 3). The line connecting the vocal cords’ anterior and posterior commissure is marked as the midline of the ultrasonography. The midline is maintained, and directed cephalad to visualise the tongue and epiglottis. The second provider will perform intubation with a bronchoscope, as described above. When the view of the bronchoscope is unclear, MGPOCUS can provide an assisted view to locate the relative position of the bronchoscope and the vocal folds. Suppose the two lines locating the bilateral vocal cord midline and the bronchoscope do not partially overlap. In that case, the performer will adjust the direction of advancement according to the
magnetised bronchoscope's relative position to the vocal cords’ midline. Once the solid line displaying the magnetised bronchoscope is within the trachea, the preloaded tracheal tube will be advanced. Once the solid line is displayed posterolateral to the airway, the bronchoscope will be withdrawn and adjusted according to the MGPOCUS image. Similar to adjusting the direction of the needle to achieve the puncture target, the magnetised needle on the bronchoscope is guided to the trachea according to the ultrasonography with magnetic signals.

Discontinuing interventions
Desaturation below 90% will be considered a failed attempt of ETI. If desaturation is encountered, face mask ventilation will be performed with 100% oxygen for 2 min, and the attempt will be repeated. The procedure will be considered a failure with more than two attempts or 600 s, and the airway manager will proceed with the following strategy or technique. If emergencies arise, such as oxygen desaturation or haemodynamic instability, challenging to correct, the primary anaesthesia team will determine whether to continue or terminate the trial.

Outcomes
Baseline assessments will be collected during the preoperative evaluation, including demographic characteristics (age, sex, height, weight, body mass index, American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status score, procedure performer) and airway assessment (table 1).

The primary outcome is the time for successful ETI at the first attempt. Time will be recorded in real time from the first bronchoscopic passage through the teeth to the tube getting placed properly. The first-attempt success is successful ETI with no more than 180 s and without re-insertion of the bronchoscope through the teeth. Successful ETI is confirmed by capnography with at least four consistent waves.

The secondary outcomes are to detect the procedure time, the first attempt and overall success, the number of attempts, complications, and satisfaction with visualisation. Complications will be recorded, including desaturation, obvious trauma, bloody secretions, postextubation hoarseness and sore throat. The 5-point Likert Scale assesses satisfaction with visualisation.

Data management and statistics
Sample size calculation
Based on our preliminary study (unpublished data), it is supposed that MGPOCUS-assisted bronchoscope-guided ETI will achieve first-attempt success in 28±22 s (N 16) and bronchoscope-guided ETI in 50±41 s (N 13). Hence, it is estimated that a sample size of 98 subjects will achieve a power of 90% (type II error 0.1) to detect a statistically significant difference between the two groups with a
two-sided type I error of 0.05. Assuming the potentially skewed distribution of the time of first-attempt success would lead to 10% statistical power loss, 54 subjects will be recruited in each group.

Data collection and protection
All data will be collected on the institutional database (Hospital Clinical Research Database; Beijing Huiren Technology Development Co., Beijing, China) by an investigator independently. Data entry and processing will be performed before unblinding of investigators. The database will be centralised and managed by the leading researchers. A unique research identification data (ID) code will be used to ensure confidentiality and anonymity. The ID will be used to identify participants and the allocation. The recorded data in the study will not be linked to the participant’s personal information. The data will be transferred securely and stored confidentially on password-protected computers that the researchers can only access by General Data Protection Regulation.

Data statistics plan
Demographic characteristics and airway assessment variables will be presented using descriptive statistics for the overall sample. Continuous data will be described using mean (SD) or median (IQR), depending on the distribution of the data. Categorical data will be described using numbers and proportions.

For the primary outcome, the time taken to the first-attempt success will be analysed using a Cox proportional hazards model with the Bonferroni correction as a multiplicity adjustment that treats failed ETI at the first attempt as censored. For secondary outcomes, procedure time for successful ETI will be analysed using a linear mixed model that treats ETI success or failure as the outcome and procedure performer as a random effect. The first attempt and overall success will be analysed using mixed-effects logistic regression. Any two-sided value of p<0.05 will be considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses will be performed on R software V.3.5.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

Termination of the study
An independent statistician will conduct the interim analysis of the primary outcome when 50% of participants have been enrolled. The results will be reported to the independent data and safety monitoring committee and discussed with the steering committee. The Peto approach will be used to terminate the study when the intervention group greatly benefits from the control group using symmetrical stopping boundaries at p<0.001. The study will be stopped when futility of the independent data and the potential stopping for futility will be discussed with the steering committee, in this case, it will be discussed with the steering committee.

Data monitoring
A steering committee will manage the study. Screening and recruitment will be reviewed at monthly meetings. An independent data and safety monitoring committee will meet every 3 months to ensure patient safety and data quality.

Safety
The independent data and safety monitoring committee will supervise the progress of the study by examining safety variables monthly. Adverse events are defined as ‘any undesirable experience occurring to a subject during the study, whether or not considered related to the intervention’. Any potential adverse events must be monitored, recorded and discussed with the independent data and safety monitoring committee.

Patient and public involvement
The study protocol was developed in collaboration with anaesthesiologists with extensive experience managing difficult airways or POCUS. Their feedback and expectations regarding research questions and outcome measures were discussed and applied for adjustment. Because of the absence of experimental knowledge and subjective feeling, participants were not involved in design, conduct, reporting, or dissemination plans of the research.

Ethics approval and study registration
Ethical approval has been granted by the respective ethics committees at the Peking Union Medical College Hospital (Institutional Review Board #2ZS-3428), and written informed consent will be obtained from all participants. The study was registered online (clinicaltrials.gov; NCT05647174; Sponsor; date of registration: 12 March 2022).
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